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Hedge Hogs
2013-05-21

for readers of the smartest guys in the room and when genius failed the definitive take on brian hunter john arnold amaranth advisors and the largest hedge fund
collapse in history at its peak hedge fund amaranth advisors llc had more than 9 billion in assets a few weeks later it completely collapsed the disaster was largely
triggered by one man thirty two year old hotshot trader brian hunter his high risk bets on natural gas prices bankrupted his firm and destroyed his career while john
arnold his rival at competitor fund centaurus emerged as the highest paid trader on wall street meticulously researched and character driven hedge hogs is a riveting fly
on the wall account of the largest hedge fund collapse in history a blistering tale of the recent past that explains our precarious present and may predict our future using
emails instant messages court testimony and exclusive interviews securities analyst turned investigative reporter barbara t dreyfuss charts the colliding paths of these
two charismatic traders who dominated the speculative energy market we follow brian hunter the canadian farm boy and elbows out high school basketball star as he
achieves phenomenal early success only to see his ambition greed and hubris precipitate his downfall set in relief is the journey of john arnold whose mild manner
sophisticated tastes and low profile belied his own ferocious competitive streak as the two clash hundreds of millions of dollars in pension and endowment money is
imperiled with devastating public consequences hedge hogs takes you behind closed doors into the shadowy world of hedge funds the unregulated wild side of finance
where over the top parties and lavish perks abound and billions of dollars of other people s money are in the hands of a tiny elite dreyfuss traces the rise of this
freewheeling industry while detailing the decades of bank hedge fund and commodity deregulation that turned wall street into a speculative casino a gripping saga
peppered with fast money vivid characters and high drama hedge hogs is also an important and timely cautionary tale a vivisection of a financial system jeopardized by
reckless practices watered down regulation and loopholes in government oversight just waiting for the next bust praise for hedge hogs regulators legislators and judges
inclined to sympathize with the industry ought to rush out and buy a copy of barbara dreyfuss s hedge hogs a wonderfully instructive tale about amaranth advisors
dreyfuss a wall street analyst turned investigative journalist not only plowed through what turned out to be a treasure trove of official records and transcripts but
supplemented it with plenty of her own reporting she manages to organize it all into a tight riveting and understandable yarn the washington post clearly and
entertainingly told a salutary example of how traders who believe they are super smart might be nothing more than lucky and how there is nothing so intoxicating as the
ability to speculate with other people s money the economist dreyfuss does a great job of putting amaranth s out of control trader into historical context explaining the
blitz of deregulation that set the stage for someone like hunter to do maximum damage bloomberg the definitive take on the largest hedge fund collapse in history you
will not be able to put it down frank partnoy author of f i a s c o and infectious greed named one of the top 10 business economics books of the season by publishers
weekly

Mistletoe Cowboy
2012-10-02

book 5 in the spikes spurs series tis the season for a matchmaking grandma on a long distance mission mistletoe temptation in every doorway a sexy cowboy with a
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killer smile when gran presely agrees to sell creed riley the rockin c ranch for a song at christmastime he can hardly believe his good fortune there s just one little catch
her tantalizing granddaughter sage is part of the deal spikes spurs series love drunk cowboy book 1 red s hot cowboy book 2 darn good cowboy christmas book 3 one hot
cowboy wedding book 4 mistletoe cowboy book 5 just a cowboy and his baby book 6 cowboy seeks bride book 7 praise for darn good cowboy christmas a story with a
cowboy always hits the target but add a little christmas flair and a saucy heroine and you have a winner long and short reviews this fast paced holiday romp brims with
music laughter and plenty of texas flavor library journal full of sizzling chemistry and razor sharp dialogue night owl reviews reviewer top pick 4 1 2 stars

A Cowboy's Thoughts
2005-01-17

this book is a mix of simple short stories and poetry some are of a more serious spiritual nature and some are just for fun most of all they are about feelings and
memories the life of a cowboy is a special and unique one mine has been mixed with the life that is shared with god first and then children it is a combination which has
brought out unique way of thinking and a life i consider a privilege to share with you i hope it brings you enjoyment smiles and yes even a few longings pour a cup of
coffee sit back and enjoy life and thank you for letting me be a part of it

Bellwood Cowboy
2011-02-01

bellwood cowboy is the life story of one of the greatest men i ever knew artie quinton is one of the last of the old time cowboys his knowledge of livestock and ranch
management is renown in oklahoma he worked for the daube cattle co for forty seven years starting during the great depression era of the 1930s born in a log cabin in
1912 he would lose his mother before he was a year and a half old then the grandmother who raised him when he was twelve he attended a country school through the
eighth grade married to the girl of his dreams he started working for daube ranches in 1937 for 35 a month and that included his wife s pay for cooking three meals a
day for up to twenty cowboys artie advanced to foreman of daube ranches and acquired a reputation as the best ranch manager in the area he retired in 1984 and at 98
years of age and legally blind lives alone in the small town of mill creek oklahoma artie has preached more funerals than most preachers and is the corner stone of his
church follow his most unique life in the pages of bellwood cowboy

Her Billionaire Cowboy's Fake Wedding Fiasco
2023-07-25

a billionaire in need of a temporary wife a vineyard owner in need of an investor fast a wedding proposal that could save them both but can they survive the three month
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timeline to save his texas vineyard billionaire todd mccoy has to marry within three months and stay married for three months or he loses it all the vineyard the wine and
the grape jelly mccoy stonewall vineyards is famous for not happy with his granddaddy but not willing to lose everything he s worked so hard for todd s planning on
answering the challenge ginny rossi loves the small vineyard and the boutique wine business she and her parents have built then her parents decide to retire and sell the
vineyard she has less than four months to find the money to buy them out before they sell her out she needs a miracle the last thing she expects is her best friend s new
brother in law who grates on her every nerve to show up with a proposal she can t refuse one that will be beneficial to both of them if they can survive three months they
can both walk away with what they love most in all their world their vineyards if they can survive among the grapes and vines will they fall in love

The Cowboy's Heart
2019-11-11

it would take a christmas miracle to get these two together veterinarian janice sullivan has been horse crazy all her life and only wanted to work on her family s cattle
farm the three sisters ranch but her father s constant criticisms drove her away forcing her to choose a new career in dressage and leaving her secret crush behind with
the ranch facing possible bankruptcy janice has an idea to save it a woman s retreat with christmas around the corner janice is not only hoping for a chance under the
mistletoe with the one man she s been unable to forget but also to give a few cowgirl wannabes a chance in the saddle bah humbug the last thing ranch foreman nate
pierson needs is a bunch of weepy or giggly eggnog swilling city chicks getting in his way and distracting his men while they re busting their tails wrangling long horns
his short temper and lack of patience often push people away except the one woman he needs to leave alone as tempting as she is janice the boss daughter can never
be anything more than a fantasy the only christmas spirit he wants is 100 proof especially when he has to matchmake janice with the ranch s vet nate knows from
experience that christmas miracles are for suckers but it doesn t stop his heart from wishing janice could wind up under his tree instead of with the man her daddy wants
her to marry

The Cowboy's Daughter
2019-06-06

she s moved home but can she move on one night with professional bull rider trent campbell had been everything that kelly sullivan had fantasized about unfortunately
it cost her everything when she became pregnant her father threw her out because she wouldn t tell him the baby s father was his rodeo hero the hero who ghosted her
when she tried so many times to tell him about their daughter trent campbell never forgot the best night of his life it was what kept him going when a 2 000 lbs bull
ended his career and almost his life throughout his long recovery thinking of kelly and wishing he still had his stolen phone so he could contact her were what got him
through the tough days that and his bull headed stubbornness that he d not only walk again he d ride when kelly returns to last stand texas in a last ditch effort to keep
her family from selling the three sisters ranch she has a plan to make her father proud of her again by turning part of the land into a destination wedding location her
father however has already temporary leased trent some land for a rodeo school kelly and trent still have the same explosive chemistry but now the stakes are higher if
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she lets trent into her life it won t only be her heart he breaks this time if he leaves it will be their daughter s

The Log of the Cowboy and Other Trail Tales – 5 Western Novels in One Volume
2024-01-16

the log of a cowboy is an account of a five month drive of 3 000 cattle from brownsville texas to montana during 1882 along the great western cattle trail although the
book is fiction it is based on adams s own experiences and it is considered by many to be literature s best account of cowboy life adams was disgusted by the unrealistic
cowboy fiction being published in his time the log of a cowboy was his response the chicago herald has said as a narrative of cowboy life andy adams book is clearly the
real thing it carries its own certificate of authentic first hand experience on every page this edition also includes adams other famous western novels like the outlet a
texas matchmaker reed anthony cowman and the wells brothers andy adams 1859 1935 was an american writer of western fiction and was born in indiana since
childhood andy used to help his parents with the cattle and horses on the family farm due to this andy s works have been lauded widely for his first hand and authentic
portrayal of the life of a cowboy unlike his contemporaries like owen wister who romanticized it

American Cowboy
1995-11

published for devotees of the cowboy and the west american cowboy covers all aspects of the western lifestyle delivering the best in entertainment personalities travel
rodeo action human interest art poetry fashion food horsemanship history and every other facet of western culture with stunning photography and you are there
reportage american cowboy immerses readers in the cowboy life and the magic that is the great american west

On the Cowboy's Trail: Western Boxed-Set
2021-04-03

e artnow presents to you this unique western collection containing western classics adventure novels cowboy tales and gold rush stories x000d content x000d hidden
water x000d the texican x000d bat wing bowles x000d the desert trail x000d rimrock jones x000d shadow mountain x000d silver and gold x000d wunpost x000d the
man killers x000d dane coolidge 1873 1940 was an american author naturalist and photographer he is best known for his western novels and his non fiction books about
the american west coolidge wrote short stories for magazines and made illustrations and his book rimrock jones was adapted into the film
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Cowboys, Gentlemen, and Cattle Thieves
2000

prostitution gunfights barroom brawls and cattle rustling while prevailing images from the american old west have typically been absent from histories of the canadian
frontier in cowboys gentlemen and cattle thieves warren elofson demonstrates that the canadian frontier was less restrained law abiding and insulated from death and
violence than has been believed he challenges traditional views that canadian ranching society was a microcosm of the old world arguing that the greatest influence on
ranchers and settlers was the need to deal with the frontier environment

A Vaquero of the Brush Country
1998-08-01

john young was an old time vaquero who acted as trail driver hog chaser sheriff ranger horse thief killer fire fighter ranch manager and more

Texas Cowboys
1984

a collection of twenty three depression era interviews in which texas cowhands describe their everyday responsibilities and experiences

The Trouble with Texas Cowboys
2015-01-06

book 2 in the burnt boot texas series can a girl ever have too many cowboys no sooner does pint sized spitfire jill cleary set foot on fiddle creek ranch than she finds
herself in the middle of a hundred year old feud quaid brennan and tyrell gallagher are both tall handsome and rich and both are courting jill to within an inch of her life
she s doing her best to give these feuding ranchers equal time too bad it s dark eyed sawyer o donnell who makes her blood boil and her hormones hum burnt boot
texas series cowboy boots for christmas book 1 the trouble with texas cowboys book 2 praise for the cowboy s mail order bride another heartwarming read from the
amazing carolyn brown overflowing with romance and laughter night owl reviews reviewer top pick will leave readers swooning and wishing they had their very own
cowboy rt book reviews 4 stars another scrumptious heartwarming story by author extraordinaire carolyn brown romance junkies
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High on the Hog
2011-01-11

new york times bestseller from the winner of the james beard lifetime achievement award now a netflix original series the grande dame of african american cookbooks
and winner of the james beard lifetime achievement award stakes her claim as a culinary historian with a narrative history of african american cuisine acclaimed
cookbook author jessica b harris has spent much of her life researching the food and foodways of the african diaspora high on the hog is the culmination of years of her
work and the result is a most engaging history of african american cuisine harris takes the reader on a harrowing journey from africa across the atlantic to america
tracking the trials that the people and the food have undergone along the way from chitlins and ham hocks to fried chicken and vegan soul harris celebrates the delicious
and restorative foods of the african american experience and details how each came to form such an important part of african american culture history and identity
although the story of african cuisine in america begins with slavery high on the hog ultimately chronicles a thrilling history of triumph and survival the work of a
masterful storyteller and an acclaimed scholar jessica b harris s high on the hog fills an important gap in our culinary history

American Cowboy
1996-01

published for devotees of the cowboy and the west american cowboy covers all aspects of the western lifestyle delivering the best in entertainment personalities travel
rodeo action human interest art poetry fashion food horsemanship history and every other facet of western culture with stunning photography and you are there
reportage american cowboy immerses readers in the cowboy life and the magic that is the great american west

Peck's Bad Boy with the Cowboys
2023-11-16

peck s bad boy with the cowboys by george w peck published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known
classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press edition has
been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone
in a high quality digital format
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The Hog Book
2008-08-01

the hog book is one of the most radical works in the annals of classic animal literature this is the definitive work that touched off the whole recent revolution in our hog
awareness leading to the ever spreading acceptance of pigs as pets as working partners organ donors movie stars and so many other fresh manifestations of the barely
tapped porcine potential the hog book is also a lot of fun

Big Thicket People
2009-09-15

living off the land hunting fishing and farming along with a range of specialized crafts that provided barter or cash income was a way of life that persisted well into the
twentieth century in the big thicket of southeast texas before this way of life ended with world war ii professional photographer larry jene fisher spent a decade between
the 1930s and 1940s photographing big thicket people living and working in the old ways his photographs the only known collection on this subject constitute an
irreplaceable record of lifeways that first took root in the southeastern woodlands of the colonial united states and eventually spread all across the southern frontier big
thicket people presents fisher s photographs in suites that document a wide slice of big thicket life people dogs camps deer hunts farming syrup mills rooter hogs and
stock raising railroad tie making barrel stave making chimney building peckerwood sawmills logging turpentining town life church services and picnics funerals and
golden weddings and dances and other amusements accompanying each suite of images is a cultural essay by thad sitton who also introduces the book with a historical
overview of life in the big thicket c e hunt provides an informative biography of larry jene fisher

Truckload of Art
2024-03-19

the definitive authorized and first ever biography of terry allen the internationally acclaimed visual artist and iconoclastic songwriter who occupies an utterly unique
position straddling the disparate and usually distant worlds of conceptual art and country music people tell me it s country music terry allen has joked and i ask which
country for nearly sixty years allen s inimitable art has explored the borderlands of memory crossing boundaries between disciplines and audiences by conjuring indelible
stories out of the howling west texas wind in truckload of art author brendan greaves exhaustively traces the influences that shaped allen s extraordinary life from his
childhood in lubbock texas spent ringside and sidestage at the wrestling matches and concerts his father promoted to his formative art school years in incendiary 1960s
los angeles and through subsequent decades doggedly pursuing his uncompromising artistic vision with humor and critical acumen greaves deftly recounts how allen
built a career and cult following with pioneering independent records like lubbock on everything 1979 widely considered an archetype of alternative country and
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multiyear multimedia bodies of richly narrative interconnected art and theatrical works including juarez ongoing since 1968 hailed as among the most significant
statements in the history of american vernacular music and conceptual art drawing on hundreds of revealing interviews with allen himself his family members and his
many notable friends colleagues and collaborators from musicians like david byrne and kurt vile to artists such as bruce nauman and kiki smith and informed by
unprecedented access to the artist s home studio journals and archives greaves offers a poetic deeply personal portrait of arguably the most singularly multivalent
storyteller of the american west

Longarm 351
2008-01-29

longarm s in love and belting out bullets longarm would be on the job in arizona if he hadn t found a wealthy heiress left for dead in denver after nursing delia hamilton
back to health not to mention killing the man who did her wrong longarm is offered her hand in marriage but when another deputy disappears in arizona he puts aside
his champagne wishes for the call of duty and renews his vows to lady justice

Captain Crash and the Dallas Cowboys
2014-09-02

how does it feel to see your name among the cowboys greats in texas stadium s ring of honor what was it like to be recruited by professional scouts what happened to
the guy who hooked randy white in the back with a wayward fishhook how did legendary coach tom landry motivate his players how did a waterbed and transcendental
meditation help cliff harris gain an edge over his opponents replete with memories from his college days at ouachita baptist and then as a member of the dallas cowboys
during the america s team era cliff answers those questions and more in the updated edition of captain crash and the dallas cowboys read about his teammates his
coach his enemies training secrets super bowls of which cliff played in five winning two pro bowls motorcycles and motorboats in this book first published in 2006 and
now including a new introduction cliff takes us on the wild ride that was his life as a cowboy free safety and how he got there in the first place the book also includes
great insider stories written by famous fellow players walt garrison roger staubach lee roy jordan and charlie waters perfect for the shelf of any dallas cowboys fan
skyhorse publishing as well as our sports publishing imprint are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in sports books about baseball pro football
college football pro and college basketball hockey or soccer we have a book about your sport or your team whether you are a new york yankees fan or hail from red sox
nation whether you are a die hard green bay packers or dallas cowboys fan whether you root for the kentucky wildcats louisville cardinals ucla bruins or kansas jayhawks
whether you route for the boston bruins toronto maple leafs montreal canadiens or los angeles kings we have a book for you while not every title we publish becomes a
new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home
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Cowboys and Cattleland
2018-02-27

first published in this edition in 1937 in cowboys and cattleland author and cattle rancher h h halsell tells of growing up in wise county texas where his father drove cattle
to kansas each year and how when halsell was old enough he and his brother began driving cattle to kansas he shares his stories of indian raids the great cattle trails big
game hunting and more

Hog Hunting with Dogs
2009-11

this book is your key togetting the most out of hog hunting with dogs these are proven techniques and everything written in this book i have personally done seen done
or came from the trial and error of professional hog hunting friends of mine page opposite title page

Cowboy Come Home
2020-03-31

welcome to big verde texas where a love em and leave em cowboy faces his greatest challenge yet the woman he left behind perfect for fans of new york times
bestselling authors lori wilde and carolyn brown some cowboys aren t cut out to be prince charming and claire kowalski knows that better than anyone she gave her
heart to ford jarvis two years ago yet that didn t keep him from disappearing into the sunset now that he s back in big verde texas she s determined not to make the
same mistake twice but the ruggedly sexy cowboy still knows how to push all her buttons and avoiding him is nearly impossible when she needs his help ford didn t plan
on returning home ever but when he hears that the kowalski ranch is in trouble he hightails it back to town he s not eager to be reminded of the life he can never have
but his time in big verde is only temporary he ll stay long enough to get the ranch up and running then hit the road again but when ford finds out the new foreman he s
training is claire still as stubborn and beautiful as ever this cowboy is going to have to decide what matters most repeating the mistakes of the past or fighting for a
future with the only woman he s ever loved includes rocky mountain cowboy a novella by sara richardson

Heart of a Rebel (Cowboys of the Flint Hills)
2017-02-07
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will an alpha cowboy find true love in the kitchen in this sexy small town western a captivating contemporary western romance series that will appeal to fans of vivian
arend s six pack ranch cora seton s chance creek and maisey yates copper ridge out of the frying pan brodie sinclaire the youngest and wildest of the sinclaire brothers
has just been given an ultimatum settle down and run the hunting lodge his brothers have built or find a new job on another ranch his first order of business is to find a
cook who will last more than a week he gets more than he bargained for when the cook he hires turns out to be his sister in law s best friend fiery redhead and cordon
bleu trained chef jamey o neill and into the fire in the span of a week jamey o neill has lost everything her boyfriend her restaurant and her career thanks to a
devastating health diagnosis broke and desperate to make a fresh start she agrees to help the sinclaires get their hunting lodge off the ground the last thing she needs is
a deliciously handsome cowboy getting under her skin and bossing her in the kitchen can they handle the heat they can t deny their chemistry is explosive and brodie
sets out to prove himself to the feisty chef but can they handle the heat when brodie is forced to face his past and jamey wrestles with her future

The Texas Cowboy Cookbook
2009-02-19

texas cowboys are the stuff of legend immortalized in ruggedly picturesque images from madison avenue to hollywood cowboy cooking has the same romanticized
mythology with the same oversimplified reputation think campfire coffee cowboy steaks and ranch dressing in reality the food of the texas cattle raisers came from a
wide variety of ethnicities and spans four centuries robb walsh digs deep into the culinary culture of the texas cowpunchers beginning with the mexican vaqueros and
their chile based cuisine walsh gives overdue credit to the largely unsung black cowboys one in four cowboys was black and many of those were cooks cowgirls also
played a role and there is even a chapter on urban cowboys and an interview with the owner of gilley s setting for the john travolta debra winger film here are a
mouthwatering variety of recipes that include campfire and chuckwagon favorites as well as the sophisticated creations of the new cowboy cuisine meats and poultry
sirloin guisada cinnamon chicken coffee rubbed tenderloin stews and one pot meals chili gumbo fideo con carne sides scalloped potatoes onion rings pole beans field
peas desserts and breads peach cobbler sourdough biscuits old fashioned preserves through over a hundred evocative photos and a hundred recipes historical sources
and the words of the cowboys and cowgirls themselves the food lore of the lone star cowboy is brought vividly to life

Unforgettable Cowboy
2022-09-17

this is a fast paced read with a focus on finding comfort security and peace with one s past and the delightful characters will tug at your heartstrings rt book reviews 4 5
stars welcome to dew drop texas a small town full of characters who will make you smile and help heal hearts of those who come to town or become part of sunrise
ranch a wonderful place for foster kids to become family everyone is thrilled that vivacious jolie sheridan has returned to sunrise ranch everyone except morgan
mcdermott eight years ago jolie left the ranch and morgan for a successful career as a competitive kayaker now after a terrifying accident has sidelined her his dad has
hired her as the teacher for the ranch s foster boys and morgan is in trouble he knows he can t risk getting his heart broken again no matter how rampant his heart has
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started beating again at just the sight of her jolie sheridan was just a small town gal with a dream that came true when she became a competitive kayaker now she s
back on the ranch because she can t bring herself to get back in the water and her heart is hoping that old flame morgan might welcome her home wrong he s closed off
and unforgiving of how she left him behind but she needs help and he s her only hope yep morgan is in trouble just watching jolie s gentle ways with the boys opens his
eyes to the truth he s never stopped loving her but she ll be leaving again she s the best at what she does so he can t let his guard down even though he knows there s
something deeply wrong he sees it in her eyes and knows it for certain when she passes out in his arms can a family of foster boys help give this couple a second chance
at love they see it and they hatch a plan welcome to dew drop texas you might not want to leave once you meet the wonderful townsfolk and have lunch at the spotted
cow café

The Cowboy's Cookbook
2015-08-03

from chuckwagon recipes to dutch oven favorites for your own campfire the cowboy s cookbook features recipes photos and lore celebrating the cowboy s role in the
shaping of the american west from songs sung around the campfire after hearty meals of steak beans and skillet cornbread to the recipes you ll need to recreate those
trailside meals in your own kitchen this book will get you in touch with the spirit of the old west

Flint Hills Cowboys
2006-04-27

the flint hills are america s last tallgrass prairie a green enclave set in the midst of the farmland of eastern kansas known as the home of the big beef steer these rugged
hills have produced exemplary cowboys both the ranch and rodeo varieties whose hard work has given them plenty of material for equally good stories jim hoy grew up
in the flint hills on a ranch at cassoday that s been in his family for five generations and boasts roots as deep as those of bluestem grass in black soil bottomland he now
draws on this area s rich cowboy lore as well as on his own experience working cattle breaking horses and rodeoing to write a folk history of the flint hills spanning a
century and a half hoy blends history folklore and memoir to conjure for readers the tallgrass prairies of his boyhood in a book that richly recalls the ranching life and the
people who lived it here are cowboys and outlaws rodeo stars and runaway horses ordinary folks and the stuff of legends hoy introduces readers to the likes of lou hart a
top hand with the crocker brothers from 1906 to1910 whose poetic paean to ranch life circulated orally for fifty years before seeing print and he tracks down the legend
of bud gillette considered by his neighbors the world s fastest man until he fell in with an unscrupulous promoter he even unravels the mystery of a lone grave supposed
to be that of the first cowboy in the flint hills hoy also explains why a good horse makes up for having to work with exasperating cattle and why not all horses are created
or trained equal and he traces flint hills cattle culture from the days of the trail drive through the railroad years to today s trucking era with most railroad stockyards torn
down and only one section house left standing writes hoy i feed on the stories of the hills and the characters who tell them as the cattle feed on the grasses his love of
the land shines throughout a book so real that readers will swear they hear the click of horseshoes on flint rock with every turn of the page
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American Cowboy
1995-07

published for devotees of the cowboy and the west american cowboy covers all aspects of the western lifestyle delivering the best in entertainment personalities travel
rodeo action human interest art poetry fashion food horsemanship history and every other facet of western culture with stunning photography and you are there
reportage american cowboy immerses readers in the cowboy life and the magic that is the great american west

The Last Cowboy: A Life of Tom Landry
2013-11-04

a biography of the legendary professional football coach known for his trademark fedora who spent almost thirty years taking the dallas cowboys from punchline to nfl
glory ultimately delivering twenty consecutive winning seasons

Black Cowboys Of Texas
2000

offers twenty four essays about african american men and women who worked in the texas cattle industry from the slave days of the mid 19th century through the early
20th century

Boys' Life
1953-07

boys life is the official youth magazine for the boy scouts of america published since 1911 it contains a proven mix of news nature sports history fiction science comics
and scouting
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Louisiana Cowboys
2020-02-02

photographs and text explore the history of cowboys in louisiana discussing cattle ranching trail drives the acadians and the landscape and including interviews and
anecdotes

Cowboys of the Flint Hills (The Complete Series: Books 1-5)
2023-05-03

you won t want to miss this fast paced sexy ride nyt bestseller cora seton the complete cowboys of the flint hills series bundled for your pleasure each novel ends with a
guaranteed happily ever after from fake engagements to secret crushes second chances and enemies to lovers you ll fall in love with the sexy alpha males of the flint
hills and the strong sassy women that bring them to their knees including heart of a cowboy heart of a rebel heart of a wrangler heart of a daredevil heart of a bachelor
cowboy family feud opposites attract family secrets workplace enemies to lovers second chance star crossed lovers friends to lovers ptsd military veteran firefighter
rodeo cowboy fake engagement doctor secret baby doctor patient politics

Root Hog or Die
2015-02-01

a federal agent on the hunt when a frustrated federal marshal can t capture two escaped murders he calls in his ace in the hole nate grisham he needs nate s man
hunting skills to find two men who escaped from a prison wagon on the way to their execution killing their guards in the process now those same men are evading
capture by posing as innocent mountain men a detail that sticks in nate s craw nate along with his company of tried and true friends deacon cotton and one eyed jack
agree to track down the outlaws and bring them to justice nate and crew follow the men across the kansas territories and along the santa fe trail headed southwest after
kidnapping a young woman the outlaws cross into what they think is the refuge of nuevo mexico but nate has other plans after the outlaws and their cohorts capture
deacon nate and his crew recruit help from a new ally a young mexican boy named pedro but can the nate rescue his friend in time his vow to save his friend and get the
upper hand on this band of murderous thugs might be the hardest and most dangerous adventure nate has ever faced w r benton gives us another great novel of fast
paced western action and harsh justice served cold in this new episode of the nate grisham tales keywords mexico santa fe kansas marshal mountain man trail st louis
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The Cowboy's Valentine
2017-11

heart of a cowboy coming home is hard enough without ranch manager quinn solomon making lacey duggan feel like an unwanted guest she s only here until she figures
out what to do with her one third ownership of crooked valley but quinn s irresistible daughter is giving lacey ideas about being part of a family and though they don t
even like each other lacey s having crazier notions about the widowed single dad does lacey think she can waltz in and turn quinn s life upside down only to leave again
the pretty accountant knows nothing about running a ranch yet she s making the montana homestead feel like a home quinn isn t looking for love again until a woman
who s all heart and a determined little girl help one lovestruck cowboy see the light

Cowboys of the Flint Hills: The Sinclaire Brothers
2014-05-06

cowboys of the flint hills books 1 3

The Cowboy's Destiny

it was fate destiny saunders is tough but being left at the altar makes even the toughest gals do some strange things when she stumbles upon a stranded cowboy buck
owens cash the best thing to arrive in lizard gulch arizona in a long time she arranges things so they can have a little fun before he rides off into the sunset the sexy
shapely auto mechanic is just one surprise after another so buck plays along to see what will happen what happens is love the kind that makes a man want to prove
himself then buck discovers destiny s secret one that will tie her to another man for the rest of her life betrayed he returns to the rodeo circuit determined to forget
destiny but fate has other plans
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